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Abstract: Impedance cardiography (ICG) estimate cardiac
output (CO) from a single waveform, which reflects a
combination of complex sources. Previously developed
methods for calculating measurement sensitivity of ICG
with realistic volume conductor models were applied to

its change ÄZ resulting from the conductivity o and its
change Ao within a volume conductor can be evaluated by

ICG utilizing the I2-lead electrocardiography
(ECG) electrode system. Based on simulation data, clinical
experiments were conducted with new l2-lead ICG in

where S(x,y,z,t) is the scalar field giving the sensitivity
to conductivity changes at each location. S can be obtained
by determining two independent current fields generated by
a unit current applied to the current and the voltage electrodes. These fields form the lead fields and the sensitivity
field S is the dot product of the two fields.
The prospects of recording multiple ICG waveforms
with more selective sensitivity to particular regions of the
thorax were investigated employing the l2-lead electrocardiography (ECG) electrode system and computer modeling
of the electrical properties of the human thorax. Utilising

develop

volunteers and valve patients. Theoretical and clinical
results showed Iogical correspondence indicating the
applicability of the modeling approach in developing ICG.
However, the level of clinical relevance and potential of the
I2-lead ICG is dfficult to explore with existing singlechannel ICG devices. A multi-channel ICG would provide
the means for important clinical evaluation.

INTRODUCTION
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Impedance cardiography (lCG) determines cardiac
function on the basis of conductivity changes, measured at
body surface, which occur in relation to the cardiac cycle.
ICG is a simple and non-stressful method, which has nevertheless failed to achieve wide clinical acceptance. Measured data remain controversial, leading sometimes to unidentifiable elrors, whether in health or in disease [l-3]. It
has been shown, that the information content of ICG signal
is complex with multiple simultaneously contributing
sources [4]. More selective measurements could improve
the reliability of ICG by offering information not detected
by conventional methods. Since multiple sources contribute
to ICG, an approach where the quantity of signals is recorded might be useful in estimating cardiac parameters. If
electrode configurations possessing more regional and specific measurement sensitivity were available, the timing of
the cardiac events would be more feasible in addition to the
morphological data embedded these ICG signals. In this
study, these regional measurement configurations were de-

veloped with volume conductor computer models of the
human thorax and preliminary tested on healthy volunteers
and valvular disease patients.

I with finite difference

(r)

method (FDM), informa-

tion as to the respective capacity of different ICG measurements to detect conductivity and its changes in the thorax can be estimated f4, 5]. Three different thorax anatomies were utilized. Applying the lead field theory, the sensitivity of 65.000 alternative electrode configurations to

conductivity changes throughout the thorax was estimated.

Clinical Experiments
Based on computer simulations,23T measurement configurations derived from the l2-lead ECG system were selected for clinical measurements. The configurations were
chosen so as to produce high sensitivity in various cardiovascular structures and in the lungs.
The measurements were performed by CircMonrM B.202
(JR medical Ltd, Tallinn, Estonia), which includes an impedance channel delivering 0.7 mA at 30 kHz A software-

controlled switching device capable

of

electrically con-

necting the impedance measurement terminals to any number of applied electrodes was used in with the CircMon [6].

Data Analysis
Analysis of clinical data were made with specifically
written functions in Matlab (version 5.2, MathWorks, Na-

tick, MA). A commercial software was used for statistical
METHODS
Computer Simulations
ICG sensitivity distribution describes the ability of applied electrode configuration to detect conductivity changes
within the body [5]. The measured basal impedance Zs and

analysis (STATISTICA@ for Windows 5.0 by StatSoft inc.,
Tulsa, USA). Average measured AZ signals were calculated
for each configuration and subject. Several parameters were
derived from these data and compared with the simulations.
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RESULTS
Simulations revealed that as compared to conventional
ICG, clearly enhanced sensitivities can be obtained in various regions of the cardiovascular system by appropriately
selecting the measurement configurations for ICG. Clinical
experiments with the L2-lead system showed logical colrespondence to the simulations, supporting the theoretically
predicted differences between the configurations. The
strongest correlations between the simulated sensitivity and
measured waveforms were noted for the right ventricle and
the area under the systolic part of the impedance curve.
Recorded l2-lead signals had characteristic landmarks

not coincing with those of conventional ICG, indicating
varied information content between the configurations.
Furthermore, signals were noted showing a suggestive resemblance to invasive data and morphological variations in
disease not present with conventional ICG. Valvular disease was detected when investigating at least two signals
simultaneously, a single ICG signal cannot produce information for the identification of the disease. Example averaged l2-lead ICG signals from both study groups are given
in Figure l. For one volunteer, recordings were also taken
in 40 and 60 o/o passive tilt position. In supine the stroke
volume decreases and corresponding responses were noted
in reduced amplitude of LZ with certain configurations as
shown in Figure 2. As expected, the same response was not
present with all tested configurations.

DISCUSSION

To derive valid measures of cardiac-related parameters
using ICG it is of primary importance that the signal contain the relevant information in a distinguishable manner.
Comparison of simulations with parameters derived from
clinical data correlated favourably, indicating the potential
of the theoretical method in predicting and developing ICG
configurations. With reference to cardiac events, carefully
selected l2-lead ICG waveforms may reflect the status of
the heart and the valves, yet this potential has yet to be explored. An important limitation in this line of research is
the instrumentation used for clinical measurements restricting the analysis of collected signals since only one
channel can be recorded at a time. To collect a wide range

of clinical data from

patients during invasive measure-

ments, the recording system should be implemented

in

a

multi-channel form allowing parallel recording of several
independent l2-lead ICG signals. Processing data obtained
simultaneously from several channels for self-normalization
of measurements could then be considered.
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Figure 2: Example l2-lead ICG waveforms in supine,40 and
60 o^ tilt positions. a) and b) show decrease in maximum amplitude as stroke volume decreases, c) shows no effect on the
amplitude. Heart rate increases in tilt position, which identifies each curve (earliest maximum is in the 60 % tilt).
There is a need for applying advanced signal processing
techniques to derive actual CO reliably from multiple ICG

signals. Considering the innumerable amount of effort
placed in the analysis of ECG, at this stage the usefulness
and potential of l2-lead based ICG remains to be established. By combining a number of l2-lead ICG signals obtained simultaneously with invasive reference data and applying modern signal processing techniques should facilitate not only CO measurement but estimation of other indices of cardiovascular system. At present, the instrumentation limitations restrict this approach.
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Figure l: Example average l2-lead ICG waveforms obtained fiom volunteers and patients. Tracings marked
together identiff the study populations.
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